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We describe RuDiK, an algorithm and a system for mining declarative rules over RDF knowledge graphs (KGs).
RuDiK can discover rules expressing both positive relationships between KG elements, e.g., “if two persons
share at least one parent, they are likely to be siblings”, and negative patterns identifying data contradictions,
e.g., “if two persons are married, one cannot be the child of the other" or “the birth year for a person cannot
be bigger than her graduation year". While the first kind of rules identify new facts in the KG, the second
kind enables the detection of incorrect triples and the generation of (training) negative examples for learning
algorithms. High quality rules are also critical for any reasoning task involving the KGs.

Our approach increases the expressive power of the supported rule language w.r.t. the existing systems.
RuDiK discovers rules containing (i) comparisons among literal values and (ii) selection conditions with
constants. Richer rules increase the accuracy and the coverage over the facts in the KG for the task at hand.
This is achieved with aggressive pruning of the search space and with disk-based algorithms, which enable
the execution of the system in commodity machines. Also, RuDiK is robust to errors and missing data in the
input graph. It discovers approximate rules with a measure of support that is aware of the quality issues. Our
experimental evaluation with real-world KGs shows that RuDiK does better than existing solutions in terms
of scalability and that it can identify effective rules for different target applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The creation of RDF knowledge graphs (KGs) is an important activity in modern information
systems. KGs organize information in the form of triples with predicate expressing a binary relation
between a subject and an object. KG triples, or facts, represent information about real-world entities,
their properties, and their relationships, such as “Larry Page is the founder of Google". Research has
been conducted on KG creation both in the research community (NELL [13], DBPedia [8], Yago [39],
Wikidata [43], FreeBase [9], DeepDive [38]) and in the industry (Google [19], Wal-Mart [18]). A
major challenge with KGs is the quality of their data. This is because of the processes involved in
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their creation and update. The structured data in the KGs is usually extracted from multiple sources,
possibly from the Web, without human validation. This raises two main issues. The first problem
is factual mistakes. Incorrect or outdated data can be transmitted from the sources to the KGs, or
noise can originate from the automatic extractors [12, 19]. The second issue is incompleteness. As
a graph is rarely complete in practice, closed world assumption (CWA) does not hold in KGs [19, 25],
i.e., it is not possible to conclude that a missing fact is false. We therefore follow the open world
assumption (OWA) and consider it as unknown. Also, in many cases the KG schema is not fixed, i.e.,
the set of predicates changes over time and new facts can be inserted without integrity checks.

Because of these issues, the quantity of incompleteness and errors in KGs can be large, with up
to 30% errors reported for data extracted from Web sources [1, 40]. KGs can have lots of data, e.g.,
Wikidata has over a billion facts and millions of entities, therefore it is not feasible to manually
verify triples to find mistakes and add missing facts. Tools are needed to assist humans in the KG
curation. A natural approach in this direction is to mine declarative rules. Once validated, these can
be run at scale on the KG to increase the quality of its data [2, 4, 14, 18, 25]. We study the mining
and the applications for two kinds of rules: (i) positive rules, which can be executed to add new
facts to the KG with the aim of increasing its coverage of the reality; (ii) negative rules, which can
be used to identify logical inconsistencies in the KG, ultimately detecting incorrect triples.
Example 1: Assume a given KG containing people and facts for child and parent connections. A
simple positive rule is expressed with the formula:

r1 : hasParent(b,a)⇒ hasChild(a,b)

which states that for any person a reported as parent of a person b, there should also be a fact
reporting that b is a child of a. If the KG has the fact “Scott Eastwood has a parent named Clint
Eastwood", we can infer the fact that “Clint Eastwood has a child named Scott Eastwood". A negative
rule is similar in shape, but expresses different semantics. In the following rule, predicate birthYear
stands for “Year of birth” for a person:

r2 : birthYear(a,v0) ∧ birthYear(b,vi) ∧v0 > vi ∧ hasChild(a,b)⇒ ⊥

The rule states that if person b was born before person a, then it cannot be that b is a child of a. By
running the rule on the hasChild triples in the KG, it is possible to identify incorrect facts.
While intuitive to humans, the above rules must be manually crafted to be executed over KGs.

This process can be difficult because the domain experts, who know the semantics for the dataset
at hand, may miss the CS background to formally express rules. Moreover, the task of writing a
set of rules is time consuming, as there can be thousands of them that are needed to achieve good
quality results [41]. In this context, a system to mine rules is important to assist the users in data
curation, as well as in any task involving reasoning over the KG [7, 24]. Unfortunately, three main
issues make the mining of rules from KGs challenging.
Quality of the Data.Most rule mining algorithms assume that input data has very small amounts
of errors [3, 5, 15, 28], but KGs are incomplete and can have high percentages of mistakes.
Open World Assumption. Some methods assume that positive and negative examples are avail-
able [17, 32]. However KGs contain only positive statements, and it is not possible to assume CWA,
as there is no obvious solution to derive negative facts acting as counter examples.
Data Volume. Several existing algorithms for rule mining exploit the premise that the input graph
can fit entirely in the main central memory [4, 14, 23, 25]. As KGs can have a very large size, existing
methods limit the size of the search space by restricting the mining to a simple rule language, which
can miss some of the important patterns in the data.
We address the above challenges by introducing declarative rule mining algorithms over noisy

and incomplete KGs. We implement such algorithms in RuDiK, a system that exploits disk based
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solutions to enable the mining of a larger search space over KGs. The ability to mine with a more
expressive language leads to the discovery of rules with comparisons across elements beyond
equality and the mining for graph predicates involving literal values (e.g., birthDate). More patterns
enable the identification of a bigger number of both errors and new facts with high accuracy. Such
improvements are obtained by building our system around four main contributions.

(i) Approximate Rule Mining. We specify the problem of robust rule mining over incomplete
and erroneous KGs. The input of the mining is a KG predicate and positive and negative examples for
it. In terms of output, in contrast to the long lists of rules ranked on a measure of support [17, 25, 37],
in Section 3 we give a definition that identifies a subset of approximate rules, i.e., patterns that may
not hold over all examples because of missing and incorrect triples in KGs. The solution is then the
smallest set of rules covering most of the positive examples and few negative examples.

(ii) Generation of the Examples. The input examples for a predicate strongly affect the quality
of the output rules in our approach. While positive example are available from the graph, manually
creating negative examples is an expensive task. Section 4 introduces example generation techniques
that are aware of the issues due to inconsistencies and missing data in the KG. Our generated
examples enable the discovery of better rules than the examples from alternative techniques.

(iii) A Greedy Algorithm for Rule Mining. We describe a log(k)-approximation algorithm
for the rule mining problem, where k is the maximum number of positive examples covered by a
rule. The disk-based algorithm, described in Section 5, incrementally materializes the KG in the
mining process by traversing only paths that can generate promising rules. The resulting low
memory footprint allows the mining with a more expressive rule language.

(iv) Conditional Rules. In many cases, rules are correct when defined for a specific geographical
area, in a certain time, or for specific types of entities. To capture these more subtle patterns, in
Section 6 we extend the core mining algorithms to discover conditional rules, i.e., rules that apply
only for a subset of the data, identified by a selection with a constant over the values of an entity
or of a type. By exploiting clustering of the entities, we are able to identify subsets of the data for
which the mining leads to new rules that are not identified with the general algorithm.

We test our system experimentally on three popular andwidely used KGs (DBPedia [8], Yago [39],
andWikidata [43]). Results in Section 7 demonstrate that RuDiK discovers rules of high quality,
with a relative increase in average precision by 45% w.r.t. the existing systems. The system can
be executed successfully over large KGs on a commodity laptop. We report results showing that
negative rules mined by the system generate training examples of high quality comparable to
manually crafted examples for learning algorithms. In Section 8, we describe our system and results
in the context of the related literature and in Section 9 we conclude with open directions for research
in this topic. We open sourced the code of the system online, together with the experimental results
and discovered rules at https://github.com/stefano-ortona/rudik.
This article extends the original RuDiK system [33, 34] with the support for the discovery of

rules for object properties, such as birthDate (person, date); the discovery of type conditional rules
holding only for a subset of the elements in the KG, such as politicians or artists; and a more
extensive experimental evaluation of our solution.

2 BACKGROUND AND DEFINITIONS
We study how to mine declarative rules from RDF KGs. An RDF KG is a database representing
information with triples (or facts) ⟨s,p,o⟩, where a predicate p connects a subject s and an object o.
For example, the fact that Hillary Clinton has a child named Chelsea Clinton is expressed with a
triple ⟨Hillary_Clinton,hasChild,Chelsea_Clinton⟩. In a triple, the subject is an entity, i.e., a real
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world concept; the object is either an entity or a literal, i.e., primitive type such as number, date,
and string; and the triple predicate specifies a relationship between subject and object.

Several KGs do not limit the allowed instances with a fixed schema, i.e., triples can be inserted for
any new predicate. While this operation allows flexibility, it increases the likelihood of introducing
mistakes compared to traditional (relational) databases guided by schema. KGs offer constructs to
express TBox statements defining classes, domain types for predicates, and relationships among
classes. These constructs can be used for integrity checks, but most graphs do not come with such
information. For this reason, we focus our attention on the triples describing instance data, i.e.,
ABox statements.

2.1 Rule Language
We aim at the automatic discovery of first-order logical formulas in KGs. Our focus is on mining
Horn Rules with universally quantified variables only. A Horn Rule is a disjunction of atoms with at
most one unnegated atom. In the implication form, they have the following format:

A1 ∧A2 ∧ · · · ∧An ⇒ B

where A1 ∧A2 ∧ · · · ∧An is the body of the rule (a conjunction of atoms) and B is the head of the
rule (a single atom). It is possible to express the rule in a logically equivalent form by rewriting the
atom in the head of the rule in its negated form in the body to emphasize contradictions:

A1 ∧A2 ∧ · · · ∧An ∧ ¬B ⇒ ⊥

We therefore distinguish two kinds of rules. Positive rules, or definite clauses, determine new candi-
date triples, such as r1 in Example 1. Negative rules, such as r2 in Example 1, identify contradicting
triples, with a role similar to denial constraints in tabular data [15]. An atom is a predicate connect-
ing two variables, two elements of the graph (entities or literal values), or an element and a variable.
We use the notation rel(a,b) to write an atom, where rel is a KG predicate and a, b are either
variables or elements. Given a rule r , for the body and the head of the rule we use rbody and rhead ,
respectively, and name the variables in the head of the rule as target variables, e.g., a and b in r1.

Our algorithm is designed to mine rules with one atom in the head. This means that for negative
rule discovery, the problem is defined as the mining of rules for an atom in its negated form in the
head. It can be interpreted as a formula generating false facts. Negative rule r2 in Example 1 is the
result of rewriting the notHasChild atom in the body of the rule:

r ′2 : birthYear(a,v0) ∧ birthYear(b,vi) ∧v0 > vi ⇒ notHasChild(a,b)

The negative rule contains an example of the literal comparisons allowed in the rule language. A
literal comparison is expressed as an atom rel(a,b), with rel ∈ {<, ≤,,, >, ≥}, and a and b that
can only be assigned to literal values except if rel is equal to ,, i.e., inequality comparisons for
entities are allowed. We may use the form a rel b in some examples for clarity.
Given KG kд and atom A = rel(a,b) where a and b are two KG elements, A holds over kд iff
⟨a, rel,b⟩ ∈ kд. Given an atom A = rel(a,b) with at least one variable, A can be instantiated over
kд if there exists at least one element from kд for each variable in A s.t. if we substitute all variables
in A with these elements, A holds over kд. Transitively, rbody can be instantiated over kд if every
atom (with elements) in rbody can be instantiated and every literal comparison is logically true.

We do not discover rules with negated atoms in the body.We define a rule valid iff every variable in
it appears at least twice [14, 25]. This restriction avoids mining rules that we consider not interesting,
such as those with unrelated atoms and cross-products, e.g., hasChild(a,v0)∧hasChild(b,vi)⇒
spouse(a,b).
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2.2 Rule Coverage
Given a pair of elements (x ,y) from a KG kд and a Horn Rule r , we say that rbody covers (x ,y)
if (x ,y) |= rbody . More specifically, given a rule r : rbody ⇒ r(a,b), rbody covers a pair of
elements (x ,y) ∈ kд iff we can substitute a with x , b with y, and the rest of the body can be
instantiated over kд. Given a set of pair of elements E = {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), · · · , (xn ,yn)} and a rule
r , we denote by Cr (E) the coverage of rbody over E as the set of elements in E covered by rbody :
Cr (E) = {(x ,y) ∈ E |(x ,y) |= rbody }.

Given the body rbody of a rule r , we denote by r ∗body the unbounded body of r . The unbounded
body of a rule is obtained by keeping only atoms that contain a target variable and substituting such
atoms with new atomswhere the target variable is paired with a new unique variable. As an example,
given rbody = rel1(a,v0)∧rel2(v0,b)wherea andb are the target variables, r ∗body = rel1(a,vi)∧

rel2(vii ,b). While in rbody the target variables are bounded to be connected by variable v0, in
r ∗body they are unbounded. Given a set of pair of elements E = {(x1,y1), (x2,y2), · · · , (xn ,yn)} and
a rule r , we denote by Ur (E) the unbounded coverage of r ∗body over E as the set of elements in E

covered by r ∗body :Ur (E) = {(x ,y) ∈ E |(x ,y) |= r
∗
body }. Given a set E, Cr (E) ⊆ Ur (E).

Example 2: Let E be the set of all possible element pairs in kд. The coverage of r2 of Example 1
over E (Cr (E)) is the set of all pairs of entities (x ,y) ∈ kд s.t. both x and y are the subject for a birth
year triple and the year for x is higher. The unbounded coverage of r2 over E (Ur (E)) is the set of all
pairs of entities (x ,y) s.t. both x and y are the subject for a birth year triple without any condition
on the relationships between such year values.

Unbounded coverage plays a crucial role in distinguishing inconsistent and missing data. Given
entities (x ,y) in a pair, if the birth year is missing for at least one of them, it is not possible to state
who was born first. Only if both entities have their birth years and x is born before y, we conclude
that r2 does not cover (x ,y). Given that KGs are largely incomplete [31], the ability to discriminate
missing and conflicting information is of paramount importance. We extend next the definitions for
coverage and unbounded coverage to a set of rules R = {r1, r2, · · · , rn} as the union of individual
coverages:

CR (E) =
⋃
r ∈R

Cr (E) UR (E) =
⋃
r ∈R

Ur (E)

3 RULE DISCOVERY FOR NOISY KGS
For the sake of simplicity, we define the discovery problem for a given target predicate. To obtain
all rules for a KG, we compute rules for every predicate in it. We characterize a predicate with two
sets of pairs of elements, where an element is either an entity or a literal value. The generation set
G contains examples for the predicate, while the validation set V contains counter examples for
the same. Consider the discovery of positive rules for the hasChild predicate between entities;
G contains true pairs of parents and children and V contains pairs of people who are not in such
relation. If we want to identify errors (negative rules), the sets of examples are the same, but they
switch role. To discover negative rules for hasChild, G contains pairs of people not in a child
relation and V contains pairs of entities in a child relation. As another example, consider predicate
birthDate, which has a literal value as object. For mining positive rules,G contains true pairs with
subject entities and their birth dates and V contains pairs with subjects and literal values that are
not their birth dates. Again, for identifying negative rules, we switch the role of the sets.
We formalize next the exact discovery problem. In the following definitions, we assume for the

sake of simplicity that all possible valid rules and the sets of examples have been already generated,
we detail in the rest of the article how they are efficiently obtained from the KG.
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Definition 1: Given a KG kд, two sets of pairs of elements G and V from kд with G ∩V = ∅, and
all the valid Horn Rules R for kд, a solution for the exact discovery problem is a subset R′ of R s.t.:

argmin
R′
(size(R′)|(CR′(G) = G) ∧ (CR′(V ) = ∅))

The minimal set of rules covering all pairs in G and none of the pairs in V forms the exact
solution. It minimizes the number of rules in the output (size(R′)) to favour generic rules that
can affect large portions of the graph. In fact, given a pair of elements (x ,y), there is always an
overfitting rule whose body covers only pair (x ,y) by assigning target variables to literal values x
and y.
Example 3: Assume we are mining positive rules for the predicate couple by using examples from
the people forming the Obama family. We are given only two couple examples. The positive one is
the pair (Barack,Michelle) and the negative one contains their daughters (Natasha,Malia). Consider
now the three rules below.

r3 : livesIn(a,v0) ∧ livesIn(b,v0)⇒ couple(a,b)

r4 : hasChild(a,vi) ∧ hasChild(b,vi)⇒ couple(a,b)

r5 : hasChild(Michelle,Natasha) ∧ hasChild(Barack,Natasha)⇒ couple(Barack,Michelle)

Positive rule r3 states that two individuals are likely to be a couple if they live in the same location,
while rule r4 states that this is the case when they have at least one child in common. Assuming
triples for predicates livesIn and hasChild are in the KG, both r3 and r4 cover the positive example.
While r4 is an exact solution (not covering the negative example), r3 is not, as the daughters also
reside in the same location. Rule r5 explicitly mentions entity values (constants) in its head and body.
It is also an exact solution, but, in contrast to r3, it only applies for the given positive example.
If any hasChild triple is missing in G, the exact discovery finds only r5 as a solution. This

example demonstrates why the exact discovery is not robust to data quality issues in KGs. Even
in cases in which a valid rule exists, missing or incorrect triples associated to the examples in G
and V lead to misleading coverage. In the worst case, the exact solution may collapse to a set of
rules where every one of them covers only one example in G , effectively discovering rules with no
coverage outside of the examples when executed on the graph.

3.1 Weight Function
Being aware of errors and missing data in the graph, we remove the requirement of (not) covering
(V )G exactly with the rules. We instead identify rules that hold for most of the data (soft-constraints)
to be robust w.r.t. incompleteness and noise. Coverage still guides our assessment of the rule quality:
good rules should cover as many example pairs in G as possible, while covering very few to zero
pairs in V . We implement these ideas with a weight computed for every rule.
Definition 2: Given a KG kд, two sets of element pairs G and V from kд with G ∩V = ∅, and a
Horn Rule r , the weight of r is defined as follow:

w(r ) = α · (1 −
| Cr (G) |

| G |
) + β · (

| Cr (V ) |

| Ur (V ) |
) (1)

with α , β ∈ [0, 1] and α + β = 1, thusw(r ) ∈ [0, 1].
The weight models rule quality w.r.t.G and V – a rule covering all generation elements ofG and

none of the V validation elements has a weight of 0. Therefore, the better the rule, the smaller its
weight. The weight has two parts normalized by parameters α and β . The first part quantifies the
coverage over generation set G – the ratio between the coverage of r over G and the size of G. If r
covers all elements in G, this component becomes 0. The second part measures the coverage of r
over the unbounded coverage of the rule over V , instead of the total elements in V . Since some
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elements in V might not satisfy the predicates in rbody , we restrict V with unbounded coverage to
validate on “qualifying" example pairs that have the information tested by the rule’s body.

Parameters α and β set the relevance of each part. A high value for β guides the mining towards
rules with high precision by penalizing the ones that coverV pairs, while a high value for α favours
the recall by championing rules that cover more G pairs.
Example 4: We use rule r2 from Example 1. Assume two sets of element pairs G and V from a KG
kд. The first part of w(r2) corresponds to 1 minus the number of examples (x ,y) ∈ G where x is
born after y divided by the size of G. The second part is the number of examples (x ,y) ∈ V with x
born after y divided by the number of examples (x ,y) ∈ V having birth date values for both x and
y in kд, i.e.,Ur2 (V ) does not contain pairs without birth date values.
Definition 3: Given a KG kд, two sets of element pairsG andV from kд withG ∩V = ∅, and a set
of rules R, the weight for R is:

w(R) = α · (1 −
| CR (G) |

| G |
) + β · (

| CR (V ) |

| UR (V ) |
)

Weights model the presence of errors in KGs. Consider the case of negative rule discovery, where
V contains positive examples from the graph. We report in the experimental evaluation several
negative rules with significant coverage over V , which corresponds to errors in the KG.

3.2 Problem Definition
We can now state the approximate version of the problem.
Definition 4: Given a KG kд, two sets of element pairs G and V from kд with G ∩V = ∅, all the
valid Horn Rules R for kд, and a weight functionw for R, a solution for the robust discovery problem
is a subset R′ of R such that:

argmin
R′
(w(R′)|CR′(G) = G)

The robust version of the discovery problem aims at identifying rules covering all elements in G
and as few elements as possible inV . As we want to avoid overfitting rules in R, we do not allow in
the solution rules with constants in the target variables.

Our problem definition can be mapped to the NP–complete weighted set cover problem [16]. The
reduction follows from the following mapping: the set of elements (universe) corresponds to the
generation pairs in G, the input sets are identified by the rules in R (where each rule covers a
subset of G), the non-negative weight functionw : r → IR isw(r ) (Definition 2), and the cost of R
is defined to be its total weight (Definition 3).

4 GENERATION OF RULES AND EXAMPLES
We start by discussing the generation of the universe of all possible rules. We first assume that
examples in G and V are available, and then discuss methods to obtain them automatically. Our
solution does not depend on how examples are obtained. We explicitly generate them in our
approach, but the same rule mining algorithms apply if humans provide pairs for G and V .
We describe the mining of positive rules with correct facts in G and incorrect ones in V . When

mining negative rules, our rule generation and mining algorithms are the same: it is enough to
swap the role of generation setG (therefore containing false facts) and validation setV (in this case
containing true facts). The example generation algorithm also applies in both scenarios.
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4.1 Rule Generation
We represent a KG kд as a directed graph: elements (entities and literals) form the nodes with a
directed edge from node a to node b for each fact ⟨a, rel ,b⟩ ∈ kд. The relation rel that connects
subject to object is used as label for the corresponding edge. We report four facts in Figure 1.

child
parent

birthDate birthDate

Clint
Eastwood

Scott
Eastwood

May 31,
1930

March 21,
1986

Fig. 1. Four DBpedia facts in the graph representation.

If we allow navigation of edges independently of the edge direction, we can navigate kд as an
undirected graph. The body of a rule can be seen as a path in the undirected graph. In Figure 1, the
body child(a,b) ∧ parent(b,a) corresponds to the path Clint Eastwood − Scott Eastwood − Clint
Eastwood. As defined in Section 2.1, a valid body contains target variables a and b at least once,
every other variable at least twice, and atoms are transitively connected. Given a pair of elements
(x ,y), a valid body is a valid path p on the undirected graph s.t.: (i) p starts at the node x ; (ii) p
covers y at least once; (iii) p ends in x , in y, or in a different node that has been already visited.
Given the body of a rule rbody , rbody covers a pair of elements (x ,y) iff there exists a valid path on
the graph that corresponds to rbody . This implies that for a pair of elements (x ,y), we can generate
bodies of all possible valid rules by computing all valid paths that start from x with a breadth-first
search. The ability to navigate each edge in any direction by turning the original directed graph
into an undirected one is key for the generation task, but we must preserve information about the
original direction of the edges. This is used when translating paths to rule bodies. In fact, an edge
directed from a to b produces the atom rel(a,b), while b to a produces rel(b,a), according to
the direction in the original directed graph.
Since every node can be traversed multiple times, for two elements x and y there might exist

a large number of valid paths starting from x . This number is constrained with a maxPathLen
parameter that limits the search space by determining the maximum number of edges in the path,
i.e., the maximum number of atoms in the body of the corresponding rule.

We are now ready to describe the generation of all possible rules. Every rule in R (universe of all
possible rules) must cover at least one example in the generation setG . The universe of all possible
rules is therefore created by analyzing G elements.
(i) Path Generation. Given an example with elements (x ,y), we retrieve all nodes from x or y
at distancemaxPathLen − 1 or less. We collect also the edges in this navigation. The retrieval is
a recursive exploration with a queue of elements. The queue is initialized with x and y. For each
node e in the queue we run a SPARQL query against the graph to get nodes (and edges) at distance
1 from e (single hop queries). At the n-th step, we add the new nodes to the queue iff they are at a
distance less than (maxPathLen − n) from x or y. Given the graph for every (x ,y), we compute all
valid paths that start from every x with a simple DFS exploration.
(ii) Path Evaluation. Computing paths for every example in G is related to the computation of
the rule coverage. The coverage of a rule r corresponds to the number of G pairs for which there
exists a path corresponding to rbody . Given that the universe of rules and their coverage over G
have been computed, the unbounded coverage is computed over V with a simple execution for
each rule of two SPARQL queries over the KG.
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Example 5: Consider a scenario where we mine the sibling predicate for positive rules. Starting
from a positive example with a pair (Natasha, Malia), one path can traverse three nodes such as:
Natasha− Barack−Malia. If several pairs in G have this path (siblings have one common parent),
the corresponding rule would be hasParent(b,a) ∧ hasParent(c,a)⇒ sibling(b, c).
In the example, the shared variable a between two hasParent atoms corresponds to a join,

therefore a comparison based on value equality. Since one of our goals is to mine rich rules, we
make use of more atom types during the path generation, as discussed next.
Literal comparison. To discover rich rules with comparisons beyond equalities, the graph should
have edges connecting literals with a symbol from {<, ≤,,, >, ≥}, e.g., Figure 1 would contain an
edge ‘<’ from node “March 31, 1930” to node “March 21, 1986". Unfortunately, the original KG does
not have this information explicitly, and materializing such edges among all literals is infeasible.
However, in our algorithm we discover paths for a pair of elements from G in isolation. The

graph for a pair of elements has a size that is orders of magnitude smaller than the KG. The
very small number of nodes for a single example graph enables us to represent all the literal
pairwise comparisons across them. Besides equality comparisons expressed in joins, we add explicit
relationships with comparisons ‘>’,‘≥’,‘<’,‘≤’ between numbers and dates, and , between all literals.
These comparisons are added to the graph as normal edges (atoms in the formula): x ≥ y leads
to rel(x ,y), where rel is ≥. Once we add comparison edges for every input example graph, the
discovery of literal comparisons is equivalent to the discovery with predicate atoms.
Not equal entities.We introduce “not equal” comparison for literal values, but this comparison
is useful also for entities. For example, a negative rule may state that if a person a was born
in a location different from b, then such person cannot be the president of b (bornIn(a,x) ∧ x ,
b ∧ president(a,b)⇒ ⊥). One way to introduce inequalities among entities in the graph is to add
edges among all entity pairs. It is clear that this strategy is inefficient and may actually introduce
obvious edges, e.g., person are different from locations. To limit the search space while aiming
at meaningful rules, we therefore exploit the rdf:type triples associated to elements, which is
usually available in KGs. We add a new inequality edge in the input example graph only between
pairs of elements of the same type. In the example, x and b are compared as they are both locations.

4.2 Negative Examples Generation
Given a KG kд and a predicate rel ∈ kд, generation set G and validation set V are generated in our
approach. For positive rulemining, we follow the traditional silver standard creation and setG equals
to the facts for predicate rel [35], i.e., all pairs of elements (x ,y) such that ⟨x , rel ,y⟩ ∈ kд. These
are going to be mostly correct, depending on the quality of kд. Set V contains counter examples
for rel . These must be generated because of the open world assumption in KGs. Differently from
mining in relational databases, it is not possible to make the assumption that anything not in a KG
is false (closed world assumption), thus in our graphs missing information is unknown. However,
it is unlikely that two randomly selected elements are a true positive example for any predicate.
This intuition leads to a simple way of creating counter examples for any predicate by randomly
selecting pairs from the cross-product of the elements [32].
While the simple generation “at random” can generate negative examples with high accuracy,

a very small percentage of these element pairs will be semantically related. In other terms, the
elements will be unrelated in time, space, and topic. This data aspect is of crucial importance when
mining negative rules. In fact, two unrelated elements have a smaller number of paths between
them than semantically related ones; this is reflected by a lower number of rules that can be mined
when counter examples are in G. As we show experimentally, unrelated elements are less likely to
lead to meaningful patterns in the KG, and therefore the rules are of lower quality.
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It is important to notice that there is no such issue whenG contains correct examples, i.e., mining
positive rules. In fact, at least one semantic connection is present for any example by generation,
since pairs in G are obtained from the triples of the predicate of interest. To generate negative
examples that are likely to be correct (truly false facts) and that are semantically related, we generate
queries over the graph that identify elements that satisfy these requirements.
First, we exploit the notion of Local-Closed World Assumption (LCWA) [19, 25] to identify the

elements that are likely to be completely described in the KG. The assumption states that if for a
given subject and predicate the KG contains at least one object value, then it contains all possible
object values; e.g., if a graph has one spouse for Barack Obama, then we assume that all his spouses
are in the graph. While this is always the case for functional predicates (e.g., capital), it might not
hold for non-functional ones (e.g., hasChild). Under this assumption, we identify elements that
are likely to be complete and create negative examples by taking the union of elements satisfying
the LCWA. For a predicate rel , a negative example is a pair (x ,y) where either x is the subject of
at least one triple ⟨x , rel ,y ′⟩ with y , y ′, or y is the object of one or more triples ⟨x ′, rel ,y⟩ with
x , x ′. For example, if rel = hasChild, a query would identify as negative example any pair (x ,y)
s.t. x has some children in the graph who are not y, or y is the child of someone who is not x .
Second, for a candidate negative example over elements (x ,y), x must be connected to y via a

predicate that is different from the target predicate. In other words, given a KG kд and a target
predicate rel , (x ,y) is a negative example if ⟨x , rel ′,y⟩ ∈ kд, with rel ′ , rel . These restrictions
make the size of V of the same order of magnitude as G and guarantee that, for every (x ,y) ∈ V , x
and y are semantically related by at least one predicate.
Example 6: A negative example (x ,y) for the target predicate hasChild has the following char-
acteristics: (i) x and y are not connected by the hasChild predicate; (ii) either x has one or more
children (different fromy) ory has one or more parents (different from x ); (iii) x andy are connected
by a predicate that is different from hasChild (e.g., colleague).

Similarly, for a negative example (x ,y) for predicate birthDate: (i) x andy are not in a birthDate
relationship; (ii) x has a birth date (different from y) or y appears in a birth date relation with a
subject (different from x ); (iii) x and y are connected by a predicate different from birthDate.

To enhance the quality of the input examples and avoid cases of mixed types, we require that for
every example pair (x ,y), either in G or V , all the x (y) occurrences have the same type.

5 DISCOVERY ALGORITHM
We introduce a greedy approach to solve the approximate discovery problem (Section 3.2). Since
the number of possible rules can be very large, we introduce an algorithm that generates only
promising rules from the KG, while preserving the quality guaranteed by the exhaustive generation.

5.1 A Greedy Algorithm Based on Marginal Weight
Our goal is to discover a set of rules to produce a weighted set cover for the given examples. We
therefore follow the intuition behind the greedy algorithm for weighted set cover by defining a
marginal weight for rules that are not yet included in the solution [16].
Definition 5: Given a set of rules R and a rule r such that r < R, the marginal weight of r w.r.t. R is
defined as:

wm(r ) = w(R ∪ {r }) −w(R)

The marginal weight quantifies the weight increase by adding r to R. It measures the contribution
of r to R in terms of new elements covered inG andV . Since we aim at minimizing the total weight,
a rule is not added to the solution if its marginal weight is greater than or equal to 0.
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Fig. 2. Two positive examples.

When all rules have been generated, the algorithm for greedy rule selection is simple: given G,
V , and the universe of rules R, select the rule r with minimum marginal weight, add it to solution
R′, and iterate over R \ r . Algorithm stops when at least one of the three termination conditions is
met: 1) all R rules are in the solution; 2) R′ covers all elements ofG; 3) among the remaining rules
in R, none of them has a negative marginal weight.
The greedy algorithm has quadratic complexity over the number of rules and guarantees a

log(k) approximation to the optimal solution [16], where k is the largest number of elements
covered in G by a rule in R. If the optimal solution is made of rules that cover disjoint sets over G,
then the greedy solution coincides with the optimal one.

5.2 Graph Traversal with A∗ Search
The greedy algorithm for weighted set cover is based on the fact that the universe of rules R is
available. We could generate R by traversing all valid paths from a node x to a node y, for each pair
(x ,y) ∈ G. However, generating all these paths is not actually needed for every example.
Example 7: Suppose we discover positive rules for predicate spouse. The generation setG includes
entitiesд1 andд2 shown as graphs in Figure 2. Assume that all rules in R have the same coverage and
unbounded coverage over the validation setV . One possible rule is r : child(x ,v0)∧ child(y,v0)⇒
spouse(x ,y), stating that entities x and y with a child in common are also married. In the graph,
r covers both д1 and д2. Since all rules have the same coverage and unbounded coverage over V ,
any other rule will not bring any benefit to the current solution. In fact, any other candidate will
not cover new elements in G, therefore their marginal weights will be negative. Therefore, the
exploration of edges livesIn in д1, worksAt in д2, and partner in д2 is superfluous.
Based on the above observation, we avoid generating the entire universe R, but rather follow

at each iteration the most promising path on the graph. For each example (x ,y) ∈ G, we start the
exploration from x . Inspired by the A∗ graph traversal algorithm [26], we use a queue of invalid
paths (which would lead to invalid rules), and at each iteration we pick the path with the minimum
marginal weight so far, which corresponds to several paths in the graphs. We expand the path by
following the edges and add new paths to the back of the queue. Unlike A∗, we do not stop when
a path reaches the target node y, i.e., becomes valid. The algorithm adds the valid path (which
would turn into a valid rule) to the solution and keeps looking for other valid paths until one of the
termination conditions of the greedy set cover algorithm is met.

To guarantee the optimality of the solution inA∗, the estimation function must be admissible [26],
i.e., the estimated cost must be less than or equal to the actual cost. We define an admissible
estimation of the marginal weight for an invalid path that can still be expanded.
Definition 6: Given a rule r : A1 ∧A2 · · ·An ⇒ B, we say that a rule r ′ is an expansion of r iff r ′

has the form A1 ∧A2 · · ·An ∧An+1 ⇒ B.
In the graph exploration, expanding r means traversing one further edge on the path constructed

by rbody . To guarantee optimality, the estimated marginal weight for a rule r that is invalid must
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Algorithm 1: RuDiK Rule Discovery.
input :G (generation set), V (validation set),maxPathLen (maximum rule body length)
output :Ropt – union of rules in the solution

1 Ropt ← ∅;
2 Nf ← {x |(x ,y) ∈ G};
3 Qr ← expandFrontiers(Nf );
4 r ← argmin

r ∈Qr

(w∗m (r ));

5 repeat
6 Qr ← Qr \ {r };
7 if isValid(r ) then
8 Ropt ← Ropt ∪ {r };

9 else
// rules expansion

10 if length(rbody ) < maxPathLen then
11 Nf ← frontiers(r );
12 Qr ← Qr ∪ expandFrontiers(Nf );

13 r ← argmin
r ∈Qr

(w∗m (r ));

14 until Qr = ∅ ∨CRopt (G) = G ∨w
∗
m (r ) ≥ 0;

15 if CRopt (G) , G then
16 Ropt ← Ropt ∪ singleInstanceRule(G \CRopt (G));

17 return Ropt

be less than or equal to the actual weight of any valid rule that is generated by means of expanding
r . Given a rule and some expansions of it, we can derive the following.
Lemma 1:Given a rule r and a set of pair of elements E, then for each r ′ expansion of r ,Cr ′(E) ⊆ Cr (E)
andUr ′(E) ⊆ Ur (E).

The above Lemma states that the coverage and unbounded coverage of an expansion r ′ of r are
contained in the coverage and unbounded coverage of r , respectively, and directly derives from
the augmentation inference rule for functional dependencies [5], i.e., expanding a rule with a new
atom to its body makes the rule more selective.

The only positive contribution to marginal weights is given by |CR∪{r }(V )|, which is equivalent
to |CR (V )| + |Cr (V ) \ CR (V )|. If we set |Cr (V ) \ CR (V )| = 0 for any invalid r , we guarantee an
admissible estimation of the marginal weight. We estimate the coverage over the validation set to
be 0 for any rule that can be further expanded, since expanding it may bring the coverage to 0.
Definition 7: Given an invalid rule r and a set of rules R, we define the estimated marginal weight
of r as:

w∗m(r ) = −α ·
|Cr (G) \CR (G) |

|G |
+ β · (

|CR (V ) |

|UR∪{r }(V ) |
−
|CR (V ) |

|UR (V ) |
)

The estimated marginal weight for a valid rule is equal to the actual marginal weight from
Definition 5. Given Lemma 1, we can easily see that w∗m(r ) ≤ w∗m(r

′), for any r ′ expansion of r .
Thus our marginal weight estimation is admissible.

We now introduce Algorithm 1, a modified set cover procedure including the A∗-like rule
expansion. For simplicity, we blur the difference between paths and rules in the description,
however the search is on the undirected graph. For a rule r , we call frontier nodes, Nf (r ), the
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last visited nodes in the paths that correspond to rbody from every example graph covered by r .
Expanding r means navigating a single edge from any of the frontier nodes. The set of frontier
nodes is initialized with starting nodes x , for every (x ,y) ∈ G (Line 2). The algorithm keeps a queue
of rules Qr , from which it picks at each iteration the rule with minimum estimated weight. The
function expandFrontiers selects all nodes (along with edges) at distance 1 from frontier nodes
and returns the set of all rules constructed with this expansion. Qr is thus initialized with all rules
of length 1 starting at x (Line 3). In the main loop, the algorithm checks if the current best rule r
is valid or not. If r is valid, it is added to the output and it is not further expanded (Line 8). If r is
invalid, it is expanded iff the length of its body is less thanmaxPathLen (Line 10). The termination
conditions and the last part of the algorithm are the same of the greedy set-cover algorithm.

The combined generation and selection of the rules has two main advantages. First, the algorithm
does not materialize the entire graph for everyG pair. The algorithm gradually materializes parts of
the graph whenever they are needed for navigation (Lines 3 and 12). Second, the weight estimation
enables the pruning of unpromising rules that do not cover neither new G or new V pairs.

5.3 Algorithm Analysis
Complexity. Each iteration of the algorithm picks the next best rule r according to the marginal
weight, and then expands r by (possibly) generating new rules. The procedure of expanding a rule
is the following: for each example e in G covered by r , it takes the frontier node of e and navigates
the outgoing and incoming edges of the node in the graph. Each navigated edge might lead to a new
rule to be added to the queueQr , and for each new discovered rule we compute its marginal weight
by issuing a single query against the KG in order to compute its coverage over the validation set. If
we consider the cost of the query as constant, the asymptotic complexity of the expansion step is
O (2 · p · |G |), where p is the total number of different predicates in the KG, and the multiplier 2 is
given by the fact that each predicate can generate two new rules, one for each navigation direction.
The expansion step is repeated at most k times, where k is the number of all possible rules we can
generate from G. Because each atom in the body of the rule can be either a predicate from the KG
or one of the six literal comparisons (Section 4.1), the total number of rules is at most (2p + 6)1 (rule
with one atom) +(2p+6)2 (rule with two atoms) +...+ (2p+6)maxPathLen . Therefore the asymptotic
runtime complexity of Algorithm 1 is O

(
pmaxPathLen · |G |

)
. As we will outline in the experimental

section, themaxPathLen parameter plays a crucial role in the runtime of the algorithm.
Optimality. A∗ algorithm is guaranteed to return the cheapest path from start to goal if the
heuristic function is admissible, meaning the heuristic function will never overestimates the actual
cost [26]. In our settings, our heuristic is admissible iff the estimated marginal weight for a rule r is
always less or equal to the actual marginal weight of r . Because in the estimated weight we set the
coverage of r over the validation set to 0 (Definition 7), and since the coverage over the validation
set is the only positive contribution to the actual marginal weight, then for every possible rule
the estimated marginal weight will always be less or equal to the actual marginal weight. This
guarantees that the output of Algorithm 1 will always be equal to the output of the greedy set
cover algorithm applied on the universe of all possible rules (Section 5.1).

6 CONDITIONAL RULES
In the previous section, we described an algorithm that discovers rules with only universal variables
in the head of the rule. Let us denote them as generic rules. These rules are the most applicable, as
they can be satisfied by a large number of facts in the KGs. However, an important problem with
generic rules is that several of them do not hold semantically in all cases.
This problem is reflected by low accuracy for some of the tasks involving the generic rules,

regardless of the mining algorithm. Stating that two persons in a child relationship cannot be in a
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spouse relationship is correct in most of the cases (child(x ,y)∧spouse(x ,y)⇒ ⊥), but there are
triples in KGs for which this generic rule does not hold, such as facts whose entities are fictional
characters. Indeed, the rule becomes more accurate if we restrict its scope by constraining the type
of the entities, such as child(x ,y) ∧ spouse(x ,y) ∧ type(x , Royalty) ∧ type(y, Royalty)⇒ ⊥.
This observation leads to the idea of improving the quality of the discovered rules by extending
them with type selection.
A similar reasoning applies for rules that apply only for a certain entity. For example, the rule

we discussed above for presidents and place of birth does not apply for all countries. The correct
rule should be discovered for specific countries, such as the one stating that only someone born in
U.S.A. can become an American president ( bornIn(a,b) ∧ b , U.S.A.⇒ ¬president(a,U.S.A.)).

There is an important trade off with conditional rules. On the one hand, a more specific context
decreases the rule applicability, but, on the other hand, the rule becomes immediately more accurate.
We therefore extend the rule mining algorithm to discover conditional rules.

6.1 Type condition
We start by using constraints on the element types, such as Date for literals and Organization for
entities. The idea is to group the subject and the object instances by their type and run the mining
on each combination of groups. As every element can have one or more types associated, the same
entity or literal can belong to different groups.

We rely on the following algorithm to identify the subject and object types for the triples involved
in a predicate and then group them according to the different subject-object type combinations:
(i) Extract the types for subject and object elements in the triples for a predicate;
(ii) Create subject and object type groups;
(iii) Create all combinations between type groups, each combination has a type assigned for subject

and a (possibly equal) type for object;
(iv) For each combination, generate positive and negative examples (G and V sets), drop the

combination if the number of generated examples is smaller than a threshold;
(v) Run generic rule mining for the examples in every remaining combination.
The grouping process leads to discovery of rules that do not apply in general, such as:

party(x ,v0) ∧ party(y,v1) ∧v0 , v1 ∧ type(x , Politician) ∧ type(y,OfficeHolder) ∧ spouse(x ,y)⇒ ⊥

It is much rarer to have politicians from different parties who are married, while it is more common
for people (typed only with a generic Person) who are just registered with different parties.
While the method above is intuitive and already leads to accurate rules with type selection,

there are pre-processing steps that better characterize the group types for the triples in the KG.
One approach is to use entity embeddings [11]. Embeddings encode entities in the KG into a
low-dimensional vector space while preserving structural information about the graph [10]. A
relationship in the graph can then be interpreted as a translation from subject entity to object entity
in such space.

Embeddings characterize entities with hundreds of (learned) features and lead to clusters that are
of high quality. Specifically for our application, the clusters can be used to obtain groups that are
characterized beyond type information. In clusters from embeddings, entities with popular types,
such as Person andAgent can be spread across multiple clusters, but types with finer granularity, such
as Politician and OfficeHolder are grouped together. At the same time, clusters from embeddings are
more uniform in other properties that are not captured by type information, such as the structural
properties of the entities when expressed as nodes in the graph.

Embeddings can therefore be used to improve the group creation steps (i) and (ii) above: we start
by clustering triples with the embeddings and then find subject and object types for each cluster.
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Table 1. Dataset characteristics.

KG Version Size #Triples #Predicates
DBPedia 3.7 10.06GB 68,364,605 1,424
Yago 3 3.0.2 7.82GB 88,360,244 74
Wikidata 20160229 12.32GB 272,129,814 4,108

6.2 Entity condition
We allow the discovery of rules with constant selections over the entities. Suppose that for a rule
r that states that a person cannot be president of a given country if she was not born in it, all
examples of r are people born in “U.S.A.”, and there is at least one country for which this rule is not
valid. According to our problem statement, the right rule is therefore:

bornIn(a,b) ∧ b , U.S.A.⇒ ¬president(a,U.S.A.)

To discover such atoms, we introduce a refinement of the rule generation. For a given rule r ,
we promote a variable v in a given rule r to an element e iff for every (x ,y) ∈ G covered by r ,
v can always be instantiated with the same value e . We allow the substitution of every variable
indiscriminately, including variables in the head of the rule. This could potentially lead to rules
having only constants, but we do not accept them in our solutions.

7 EXPERIMENTS
The discussed techniques have been implemented in RuDiK [34], our rule mining system (https:
//github.com/stefano-ortona/rudik). We group the results for our system evaluation into five parts:
(i) showing the accuracy of our discovered rules; (ii) comparing our techniques with related systems;
(iii) demonstrating how discovered rules create valid training examples for learning; (iv) discussing
examples and quality of conditional rules; (v) evaluating the effects of RuDiK parameters.
Setup.We run our evaluation on a desktop with a quad-core i5 CPU at 2.80GHz and 16GB RAM.

We deployed on the same machine a SPARQL endpoint through OpenLink Virtuoso, optimized
for 8GB RAM of available memory. Whenever not reported explicitly, we use weight parameters
α = 0.3 (β = 0.7) for positive rules, α = 0.4 (β = 0.6) for negative rules, and allow at most 3 atoms
in the body of a rule (maxPathLen = 3). We discuss in detail these parameters in Section 7.5.

Metrics. We evaluated the quality of the discovered rules as the main metric to judge the
effectiveness of the mining. For each KG, we started by sorting predicates w.r.t. their popularity,
i.e., the number of facts for the predicate. We then chose the top 3 predicates for which we knew
there existed at least one significant rule, and other 2 top predicates for which we were not aware
of the existence of significant rules.
We carried out the evaluation of the discovered rules according to the best practice for rule

evaluation [25]. If for a rule it was possible to declare it semantically correct in all cases, we marked
all the triples coming from the application of the rule over the KG as true. Similarly for rules that
were clearly incorrect, all its output triples would be marked as false. If a rule correctness was not
clear just by reading its formula, we randomly sampled 30 triples from the application of the rule,
which would be either new facts (positive rules) or detected errors (negative rules), and manually
checked each of the facts. The precision of a rule is then computed as the ratio of correct triples to
all of its output triples.

7.1 Quality of Generic Rules Discovered by RuDiK
The first set of experiments computed the accuracy of output rules over three widely used KGs:
DBPedia, Yago, and Wikidata. Table 1 shows the characteristics of these KGs.
The size of a KG matters, as loading all the triples in memory requires to either use powerful

machines [14, 23], or to drastically shrink it by eliminating literal values [25]. Given the small
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memory footprint of our algorithm, we are able to discover rules with commodity HW resources
without dropping the literals, which are crucial for obtaining meaningful rules. While RuDiK works
with a target predicate at a time, we can use it to discover rules on the entire KG by using each
predicate as input. Next results are discussed for subsets of predicates since the manual annotation
of the computed new facts and errors is an expensive process. However, when RuDiK is executed
on all the predicates of a KG, results are consistent in terms of size of the output and execution
times. For example, for roughly 600 predicates in DBPedia, we mined about 3000 positive rules,
with at most 26 rules per predicate, and 4000 negative rules, with at most 32 rules per predicate.

Table 2. RuDiK Rule Precision.

Positive Rules Negative Rules
KG Avg Exec. Avg Precision Predicates # Avg Exec. # Detected Avg Precision #

Time with Rules (All) Labels Time Errors All Predicates Labels
DBPedia 35min 97.14% (63.99%) 139 19min 499 92.38% 84
Yago 3 59min 84.44% (62.86%) 150 10min 2,237 90.61% 90

Wikidata 141min 98.95% (73.33%) 180 65min 1,776 73.99% 105

PositiveRules.We evaluate the precision for the discovered positive rules on the top 5 predicates
for each KG. The number of new triples varies significantly across rules. To avoid the overall
precision to be dominated by rules with big output, we first compute the precision for each rule,
and then average values over all discovered rules. Table 2 shows precision values, along with
average running time (per predicate), and the number of manually annotated facts. We distinguish
predicates for which there existed at least one meaningful rule (in bold), and all predicates.

For predicates such as academicAdvisor, child, and spouse, the output rules show a precision
above 95% in all KGs. However, when we consider other predicates, average values are brought
down by few cases, such as founder, where valid positive rules probably do not exist at all. When a
valid rule existed, the system was able to find it, but it did not recognize all cases where no positive
rules existed. In our experience, it was sufficient to read the rules to identify semantically incorrect
rules. Also, results show that the more accurate is the KG, the better is the quality of the positive
rules.Wikidata contains few errors, since it is manually curated, while DBPedia and Yago are
automatically generated by information extractors, hence their quality is lower.
The size of the KG and the target predicate at hand have impact on the run time. The more

the connections of a node (KG element), the more paths we traverse in the graph. Some elements
have a large number of incoming edges, e.g., entity “China” in Wikidata has more than 600K.
When the generation set includes such popular elements, the traversal of the graph becomes slower.
Parameter maxPathLen also has a big impact on the run time (as we discuss in Section 7.5).

Negative Rules. Negative rules are evaluated as the percentage of actual incorrect triples over
all discovered triples. Table 2 reports, for every KG, the total number of potential erroneous facts
discovered with the output rules, whereas the precision is given as the percentage of actual errors
among all the triples identified as possibly incorrect.

Generic negative rules have better accuracy than positive ones when averaging all predicates, as
there are more in reality. While the quality of the rules is good, especially on the noisy KGs, we also
discover rules that are supported by the vast majority of the data but do not hold semantically. As an
example, RuDiK identifies the rule that two people cannot be married if they have the same gender
both in Yago and Wikidata. Such rule has a precision of 94% in Yago and of 57% in Wikidata.
Literals’ role is bigger in negative rules, compared to the positive case. In fact, several valid negative
rules rely on temporal aspects where something cannot take place before/after something else.
Temporal data is usually encoded through dates and years literal values.
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Table 3. Datasets for the Comparison with AMIE.

KG Size # Triples # Predicates # rdf:type
DBPedia-NL 551M 7M 10,342 22.2M
Yago 2-NL 48M 948.3K 38 77.9M

Mining negative rules is usually faster than mining positive ones because of the different nature
of the examples covered by validation queries. Whenever we identify a potentially valid rule, we
translate its body to a SPARQL query against the KG in order to obtain its coverage over V . Such
queries are faster for the negative case because V has only entities connected by one predicate,
whereas this is not the case in the mining of positive rules.

7.2 Comparison to Existing Systems
We evaluated our techniques against AMIE [25], a rule mining system for KGs. AMIE is based on
the assumption that the target KG fits into memory and mines positive rules for every predicate in
the KG. It then ranks rules according to a support function.

Given its in-memory implementation, AMIE could not compute a solution on the KGs of Table 1.
Therefore, we used their reduced versions, which do not include literals and rdf:type triples [25]:
DBPedia-NL, Yago 2-NL. Without literals and rdf:type facts, the size of the KG drops drastically.
We run AMIE on its original datasets. Since our method needs type information (for the generation
ofG and V and inequality atoms exploration), for our case we used the reduced, NL versions plus
rdf:type triples. Last column of Table 3 shows the number of such triples.

Positive Rules.We first compare against AMIE on positive rule discovery. In this setting, we
ran RuDiK withmaxPathLen = 2 (AMIE default setting).
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Fig. 3. Precision for new triples obtained by running rules in descending AMIE’s score on Yago 2-NL.

AMIE’s output consisted of 75 rules in Yago, and 6090 in DBPedia. Following their experiments,
we picked the top 30 rules according to their score. We then chose the rules produced by our method
involving the same head predicates of the top 30 rules produced by AMIE.

Figures 3 and 4 report the results on Yago-NL and DBPedia-NL, respectively. We plot the total
cumulative number of new unique triples (x-axis) versus the averaged precision (y-axis) when
incrementally including in the output the rules according to their descending (AMIE’s) score.
Overall, rules from AMIE output more facts, but with significantly lower accuracy in both KGs.
This is because many valid rules are preceded by meaningless ones in the ranking, and it is not
easy to set a proper k to get the best output. RuDiK relies on a coverage function that identifies
inherently meaningful rules with enough support. As a consequence, RuDiK outputs only 11 rules
for 8 predicates on the entire Yago – no rules with enough support are discovered for the remaining
predicates. If we limit the output of AMIE to the top 11 rules in Yago (same size as our approach),
its final accuracy is still 29% below our approach, with just 10K more facts predicted.
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Fig. 4. Precision for new triples obtained by running rules in descending score on DBPedia-NL.

Negative Rules. Even though AMIE is not designed to mine negative rules, we created a baseline
solution on top of it. First, we generated negative examples (Section 4.2) for each predicate in the
top-5. For each negative pair, we added a triple to the KG by connecting the two elements with the
negation of the predicate. For example, we injected a triple for the notSpouse predicate for every
pair of not married people. We then executed AMIE on these negated predicates.

Table 4. Quality of the Negative Rules in the Comparison vs AMIE.

AMIE RuDiK (no literals)
KG # Errors Precision # Errors Precision

DBPedia-NL 457 (157) 38.85% 148 (73) 57.76%
Yago 2-NL 633 (100) 48.81% 550 (35) 68.73%

Table 4 reports that RuDiK outperforms AMIE in both KGs with an overall precision gain of
roughly 20% (41-49% relative). The drop in quality for RuDiKw.r.t. the results in Section 7.1 is due to
the absence of literal values. When RuDiK exploits literals, its benefit in accuracy is more than 50%
absolute. Numbers in brackets show the number of facts manually annotated for the evaluation.

Execution Time. On our machine, AMIE could complete its mining only on Yago 2-NL, while
for other KGs it got stuck after some hours. For these cases, we stopped the mining if there were no
changes in the interactive output for more than 2 hours. Running times for AMIE differ from [25],
where the computation was done on a 48GB RAM server.

Table 5. Comparison of the Total Execution Times.

KG # Predicates AMIE RuDiK Types
Yago 2-NL 20 30s 18m,15s 12s
Yago 2s-NL 26 (38) > 8h 47m,10s 11s

DBPedia 2.0-NL 904 (10342) > 10h 7h,12m 77s
DBPedia 3.8-NL 237 (649) > 15h 8h,10m 37s
Wikidata-NL 118 (430) > 25h 8h,2m 11s

Yago 3 72 - 2h,35m 128s

Table 5 reports the running time on several KGs. Five KGs have been removed of the literal
values (NL), while Yago 3 is complete. The second column reports the total number of predicates
for which AMIE computed at least one rule before getting stuck, while in brackets is the total
number of predicates in the KG. The third and fourth columns show the total running time of the
two techniques. Despite being disk-based, RuDiK successfully completes the mining faster than
AMIE in all cases, with the exception of Yago 2. This is due to the small size of this KG, which
fits in memory, but complete KGs (such as Yago 3) could not be loaded because of out of memory
errors. The last column shows the running time to collect rdf:type triples for all predicates.
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Other Systems. There are other available systems to discover rules in KGs. In [4], the approach
discovers rules that are more specific than our technique; on Yago 2, it discovers 2K new triples
with a precision lower than 70%, while the first rule we discover on Yago 2 already discovers more
than 4K triples with a 100% precision. Another system [14] implements AMIE algorithm with a
focus on distribution and scalability. The mining part is not modified hence the output is the same
as AMIE. We did not compare against classic Inductive Logic Programming systems [17, 42], as
these are already significantly outperformed by AMIE both in accuracy and run time.

7.3 Using the Rules in a Learning Algorithm
The focus of these experiments is to demonstrate the applicability of our approach in providing
Machine Learning (ML) algorithms meaningful training examples. We picked DeepDive [38], an ML
framework for relation extraction. DeepDive extracts entities and relations from free text articles
using distant supervision. The main idea behind distant supervision is to use an external source of
truth (e.g., a KG) to provide training examples for supervised algorithms. For example, DeepDive
can extract mentions of married people from text documents. It first uses DBPedia to label some
pairs of entities as true positive (pairs of married couples found in DBPedia). Unfortunately, KGs
can provide positive examples only. We compared the accuracy of DeepDive on the spouse example
trained with three different negative examples sets over two datasets. To evaluate our approach,
we created negative examples with the rules obtained on DBPedia with RuDiK.
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Fig. 5. DeepDive accuracy results with different training examples – 1K (left) and 1M (right) articles.

The plot in the left hand side of Figure 5 reports DeepDive accuracy plot run on the first dataset
(1K documents). The plot shows the fraction of correct positive predictions over total predictions
(y-axis), for each probability value (x-axis). The dotted blue line marks the perfect algorithm, which
would predict all new facts with 100% probability and zero facts with 0%. The less a technique
deflects from the dotted line, the better is its accuracy. We report 4 approaches: RuDiK represents
DeepDive trained with negative examples generated by our rules; OnlyPos leverages only on
positive examples from DBPedia; Manual uses positive examples from DBPedia and manually
crafted rules to generate negative examples; ManualSampl randomly samples a subset of the negative
examples generated manually equal in size to the positive set. OnlyPos and Manual cannot provide
valid training, as they either have only positive examples and thus label everything as true, or have
way more negative examples than positive and label everything as false. ManualSampl is the clear
winner, while RuDiK suffers from the absence of data: over the given 1K articles, we found only 20
positive and 15 negative examples from DBPedia. Missing points for RuDiK are also caused by the
lack of evidence in the training data, with no predictions in the 25-45% range.
The plot in the right hand side of Figure 5 shows how with the second dataset (1M articles) all

methods except OnlyPos successfully steer DeepDive in the training, with RuDiK leading to the
best result. This is due to the quality of the negative examples: our rules identify diverse enough
examples that enable DeepDive to understand distinctive features. We can use our technique to
simulate user behavior and automatically produce qualitative negative rules.
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Table 6. Sample of Discovered Rules from DBPedia.

Generic Rules
e1 : foundedBy(v0,y) ∧ foundedBy(v0,v1) ∧ foundedBy(x ,v1)⇒ foundedBy(x ,y)
e2 : birthDate(y,v0) ∧v0 > v1 ∧ foundingYear(x ,v1) ∧ foundedBy(x ,y)⇒ ⊥
e3 : parent(v0,x) ∧ parent(v0,y)⇒ spouse(x ,y)
e4 : spouse(y,v0) ∧ parent(x ,v0) ∧ spouse(x ,y)⇒ ⊥

Conditional Rules from Type Grouping
e5 : foundedBy(x ,v0) ∧ associatedBand(v0,v1) ∧ associatedBand(y,v1) ∧ type(x ,Company)∧

type(y,Artist)⇒ foundedBy(x ,y)
e6 : parentCompany(y,v0) ∧ owningCompany(v0,v1) ∧ owningCompany(x ,v1) ∧ type(x ,Company)∧

type(y,Organisation) ∧ foundedBy(x ,y)⇒ ⊥
e7 : parent(v0,x) ∧ parent(v0,y) ∧ type(x ,BritishRoyalty) ∧ type(y, Royalty)⇒ spouse(x ,y)
e8 : party(y,v0) ∧ party(x ,v1) ∧v0 , v1 ∧ type(x , Politician) ∧ type(y,OfficeHolder)∧

spouse(x ,y)⇒ ⊥

Conditional Rules from Entity Clustering and Type Grouping
e9 : occupation(y,v0) ∧ occupation(v1,v0) ∧ foundedBy(x ,v1) ∧ type(x ,Organisation)∧

type(y,Artist)⇒ foundedBy(x ,y)
e10 : foundingYear(x ,v0) ∧v0 < v1 ∧ foundingYear(y,v1) ∧ type(y,Organisation)∧

type(x ,Organisation) ∧ foundedBy(x ,y)⇒ ⊥
e11 : parent(v0,x) ∧ parent(v0,y) ∧ type(x , Royalty) ∧ type(y, Royalty)⇒ spouse(x ,y)
e12 : activeYearStartYear(x ,v0) ∧v0 > v1 ∧ deathDate(y,v1) ∧ type(x ,Artist)∧

type(y, Person) ∧ spouse(x ,y)⇒ ⊥

7.4 Conditional Rules
We now compare the results for the discovery of generic rules with the RuDiK, the conditional
rules coming from the type group analysis, and the conditional rules coming from clustering with
embeddings followed by type grouping. The experiment has been executed on the full DBPedia
for the 6 largest clusters obtained with TransE [10], we then kept the type groups with at least 20
subject (object) elements.

From the rules reported in Table 6, it is easy to see that mining with grouping leads to meaningful
rules for a subset of the entities. For example, a positive one stating that two artists in the same
band are likely to be its co-founders (e5), or the negative rule stating that two politicians in different
parties are unlikely to be married (e8). Similarly for the rules coming from clustering and grouping,
where rules for artists are identified both for spouse and foundedBy (e9, e12). It is interesting to see
that different pre-processing algorithms lead to different sets of rules. As there is no clear winner,
we argue that all methods should be executed to get the richest possible set of rules.

Evaluating the Quality of Conditional Rules. We evaluate the quality of conditional rules versus
generic rules by comparing the outcome of the rules for two DBPedia predicates: spouse and
foundedBy. For each predicate, we consider both positive and negative rules. Evaluation of the
quality of rules is based on three different metrics: number of rules extracted, average of manually
estimated precision for the rules, and average number of triples in the output of the rules. For
computing the estimated precision of a given rule r , we randomly choose 20 triples from DBPedia
that satisfy r and then check to see how many of those triples are true (or errors in the case r is a
negative rule ). The estimated precision is the number of correct instances divided by 20.

From the results reported in Table 7, it is clear that we identify a larger number of rules with our
proposed extension for a given predicate. For grouping and clustering rules, the precision is higher
than generic ones, but their scope is obviously lower. For all predicates, except negFoundedBy, the
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Table 7. Comparison between conditional and generic rules.

Conditional Rules Generic Rules
Predicate #Rules Avg Precision Avg #Triples #Rules Avg Precision Avg #Triples
spouse 25 81.8% 2,785 4 77.5% 57,314

negSpouse 78 99.7% 4,977 13 98.5% 13,602
foundedBy 22 57.0% 902 5 38.0% 15,071

negFoundedBy 31 95.8% 786 6 95.8% 13,146

precision of conditional rules is higher. As expected, an absolute average precision improvement of
6.1% comes at the cost of a lower number of triples in the output, e.g., 70K vs 229K for spouse.

7.5 In Depth Evaluation
We study the impact of individual internal components and methods in RuDiK.
KG Noise. In terms of kg quality, the percentages of erroneous facts discovered
by our methods are 0.23% for Wikidata, 0.26% for DBPedia, and 0.6% for Yago.
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Fig. 6. Impact of KG Noise on Rules Quality.

To evaluate the impact of noise in the kg, we
first manually removed errors from the top
five predicates in DBPedia to generate clean
examples. We mined rules from such exam-
ples and fixed the result as the best outcome.
We then injected errors by switching positive
and negative facts between the sets and did
the mining. Figure 6 reports the degradation
in accuracy averaged over predicates (y-axis)

from 0% to 100% injected noise (x-axis). The accuracy decreases with increasing amount of noise,
but RuDiK is robust enough to compute mostly valid rules until 40% of errors, followed then by a
significant drop in accuracy. RuDiK is able to mine some valid rules even with 90% of errors.

Table 8. Effect of Negative Examples Generation Strategy on RuleQuality.

Strategy # Potential Errors Precision
Random 247 95.95%
LCWA 263 95.82%
RuDiK 499 92.38%

Local Completeness Assumption. We study the impact of the negative examples generation
on rules’ quality. For a predicate p, we compare three generation techniques: RuDiK strategy (as
explained in Section 4.2), Random (randomly select k pairs (x ,y) from the Cartesian product s.t.
⟨x ,p,y⟩ < kд), and LCWA (RuDiK strategy without the constraint that x and y must be connected
by a predicate not equal to p). Table 8 reports the quality results for negative rules. Random and
LCWA have similar accuracy, with slightly better results than RuDiK. This is because whenever we
pick examples from the Cartesian product, the likelihood of picking entities from different time
periods is very high, and negative rules relying on time features are usually correct. Instead, if
we force x and y to be connected with a different predicate, the two elements are semantically
related and lead to different types of rules. A rule such as parent(a,b)⇒ notSpouse(a,b) is not
generated with random strategies, since the likelihood of choosing two persons in a parent relation
is extremely low. The technique in RuDiK enables the mining of different types of rules.
Literals. Since previous rule discovery approaches exclude literals from the mining [4, 14, 25],
we quantify the impact of literal rules. Table 9 shows the precision obtained by running RuDiK
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Table 9. Impact of Literals on DBPedia.

With Literals Without Literals
Rules Run Time Precision Run Time Precision
Pos. ∼35min 63.99% ∼54min 60.49%
Neg. ∼19min 92.38% (499) ∼25min 84.85% (235)

including and excluding the use of literal comparisons. Enabling literal values has a tangible impact
on accuracy, both for positive and negative cases. Negative rules without literals find less than
half potentially erroneous facts (numbers in brackets) with a lower accuracy. Predicate founder
is the most evident example: 79 potential errors with a 95% accuracy are discovered with literal
values, while 0 are computed without using literals. Another prominent example is birthDate, for
which almost all negative rules included literal comparisons (e.g., activeYearsStartDate(x ,v0)∧
birthDate(x ,y) ∧ y > v0 ⇒ ⊥). The pruning effect of the A∗ search also reduces the running
time with literal values: RuDiK can find valid rules earlier and hence stop the computation.

Table 10. Impact of themaxPathLen Parameter on DBPedia.

MaxPathLen = 2 MaxPathLen = 3
Rules Run Time Precision Run Time Precision
Pos. ∼3min 49.2% ∼35min 64.0%
Neg. ∼56sec 90,0% ∼20min 92.4%

MaxPathLen = 4
Run Time Precision
∼>24h 66.0%
∼>24h 92.7%

Rules Length. ThemaxPathLen parameter fixes the maximum number of atoms in the body of
a generic rule. Low values formaxPathLen may exclude from the search space meaningful rules,
while high values exponentially increase the search space and consequently the running time. We
show in Table 10 that withmaxPathLen = 2, the run time significantly improves, at the expense
of losing several meaningful rules and a drop of precision to 49% for positive rules and 90% for
negative rules. Specifically, rules with literal comparisons are lost, as these require at least three
atoms in the body. At the other side of the spectrum, withmaxPathLen = 4 RuDiK could not finish
the computation within 24 hours for any predicate. The accuracy of rules discovered in 24 hours of
computation is comparable to the one obtained withmaxPathLen = 3, with only a small increase
for positive rules. Generic rules with 4 atoms oftentimes return an empty result when executed over
the KG, i.e., they are less useful as they have a narrower scope. We identifiedmaxPathLen = 3 as a
good compromise between running time and rule accuracy. However, we also discover conditional
rules with up to 5 atoms.
Weight Parameters. We validated the choice of the values for α and β .

Fig. 7. Impact of α onQuality Performance.

Given a manually crafted set of rules, Figure 7
shows that for positive rules, the best assign-
ment is α = 0.3 (β = 0.7), while for negative
rules is α = 0.4 (β = 0.6). Since discovering
valid positive rules is more difficult than the
negative case, giving more weight to precision
over recall produces the best result, whereas
for negative rules we maximize F-measure by
favouring the recall. In both cases, the varia-
tion in quality for α ∈ [0.1, 0.9] is small (≤ 12%),

proving the ability of the set cover formulation to provide high quality rules in most settings.
Greedy Search. We show the impact of A∗ algorithm in the rule generation step. Figure 8 reports
the running time, for each predicate, of the A∗ algorithm (light-colored bars) against a different
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Fig. 8. Runtime for Rule Generation.

version that first computes the universe of all possible rules, and then applies the greedy set cover
on it (dark-colored bars). The last two columns refer to the y-axis on the right hand side, as they
have significantly different run times. (P) refers to positive rules, while (N) to negative ones. The
A∗ navigation allows the pruning of several unpromising paths and avoids the exploration of such
paths thus saving upon querying the corresponding RDF entities from disk. This is reflected in the
running times with an average of 50% improvement.
Ranking vs Set Cover. The set cover problem formulation leads to a compact set of rules, which
is preferable to the large output obtained via a ranking based solution. To support our argument,
we observe that oftentimes valid rules are hidden low in the ranking, and we report cases where the
correct rules were below the 100th position. For the mining of negative rules for predicate founder,
there was only one valid rule in the output, i.e., a person cannot be the founder of a company if
the company was founded before the person was born. The rule appeared at position 127 in the
ranking-based version of RuDiK, whereas it was included in output of the classic variant of RuDiK.

8 RELATEDWORK
For relational data, dependencies are discovered over the attributes of a given schema and encoded
into formalisms, such as Functional Dependencies [3, 5, 28] andDenial Constraints [15, 20]. However,
these techniques cannot be applied to KGs for three main reasons: (i) the schema-less nature of
RDF data and the open world assumption; (ii) traditional approaches rely on the assumption that
data is either clean or has a small amount of errors, which is not the case with KGs; (iii) even
when the algorithms are designed to support more errors [1, 30], there are scalability issues on
large RDF datasets: a direct application of relational database techniques on the graph requires
the materialization of all possible predicate combinations into relational tables. Recently, Fan et.
al. [22] laid the theoretical foundations of Functional Dependencies on Graphs (GFDs) and have
introduced an algorithm for their discovery [21]. However, their language does not include general
literal comparisons, which we have shown to be useful when detecting errors in KGs.

RuDiK is the first approach that is generic enough to mine both positive and negative rules in RDF
KGs. Rule mining approaches designed for positive rule discovery in KGs, such as AMIE [25] and OP
algorithm [14], load the entire graph into memory prior to the traversal step. This is a constraint for
their applicability over large KGs, and neither of these two approaches can afford value comparison.
In contrast to them, by generating the graph on-demand, RuDiK discovers rules on a small fraction
of the graph. This makes it scalable and the low memory footprint enables a bigger search space
with rules that can have literal comparisons. We showed in the experimental section how RuDiK

outperforms AMIE both in final accuracy and running time. Finally, [4] recommends new facts by
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using association rule mining techniques. Their rules are made only of constants and are therefore
less general than the rules generated by RuDiK.

ILP systems such as WARMR [17] work under the CWA and require the definition of error-free
positive and negative examples. These assumptions do not hold in KGs and AMIE outperforms these
two systems [25]. Sherlock [37] is an ILP system that extracts first-order Horn Rules from Web
text. While extending RuDiK to free text is an interesting future work, the statistical significance
estimate needs a threshold to discover meaningful rules. Error detection in KGs has also been studied
by using ILP methods to discover axioms concerning properties’ domain and range restrictions
that identify contradictions [42]. Another approach identifies outliers after grouping subjects by
type [44]. For example, for “population” it groups by “city” and “state” and then detects anomalies.
Both methods are orthogonal and complementary to our negative rules. Finally, the generation of
new facts in a graph is related to the task of link prediction [10].

9 CONCLUSION
We introduced a rule mining system that discovers generic and conditional declarative rules from
noisy and incomplete KGs. The system discovers both positive rules, which suggest new potential
facts for the KG, and negative rules, which identify inconsistent triples. Negative rules not only
identify potential errors in KGs, but also generate representative training data for ML algorithms.
We showed experimentally that our system generates concise sets of precise rules and can scale
nicely with the size of existing KGs.

Given the recent efforts in the interactive discovery of the rules for relational data [27, 36], open
questions are related to similar tasks in KGs. The size of G has a direct impact on the search space
and hence on the running time. Since we generate all valid rules for each example in G, the search
space grows roughly linearly with its size. If we could identify a subset of examples that lead to
the generation of all valid rules, then we could use only those few examples. However, it is not
clear how to sample examples while not compromising on the quality of the mined rules. A second
promising research direction is the expressiveness of the language. We aim at mining even richer
rules that better exploit spatial and temporal information through a smart analysis of literal values’
distributions and correlations [1], e.g., “if two person have age difference greater than 100 years,
then they cannot be married". Finally, we are exploring how to use rules generated by our system
in application beyond data curation, such as fact checking of textual content [6, 29].
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